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Abstract. In this paper a model predictive control (MPC) for operating a solar tower receiver is evaluated and compared 
with the performance of a PID-based control, that is considered as conventional control approach. The receiver outlet 
temperature is controlled by the mass flow, while the solar irradiance is considered as measurable disturbance. The control 
algorithms are tested via simulation on a virtual power plant based on a high-fidelity model of the receiver. For carrying 
out the evaluations, 24 validation cases are evaluated in terms of control error and compliance with limits for a high 
durability of receiver. As a result, the MPC has the potential to operate a solar tower molten salt receiver in a secure and 
optimal way as well as to  increase the degree of automation. 

INTRODUCTION 

Among Concentrated Solar Power (CSP) systems, solar towers using molten salt as heat transfer fluid (HTF) show 
the potential to be technically and economically superior [1]. Due to high incident flux densities on the receiver, solar 
towers can operate at high temperatures and enable high efficiencies. At the same time, these high thermal loads pose 
challenges on the process control since the temperature constraints of the material need to be considered. The HTF 
must be kept within a temperature range between solidification (approx. 220°C) and decomposition (approx. 600°C) 
at any location in the receiver. Especially during transient operation due to cloud passages, the rapid increase of the 
irradiated power can lead to violation of the allowable flux densities (AFD) and temperature limits, resulting in direct 
damage and reduced life time of the receiver system [2].  

 
For CSP systems different control strategies have been developed and tested. Especially to parabolic trough power 

plants, control purposes like feed forward controllers [3], nonlinear feedback linearization [4] or model predictive 
control (MPC) with different variations [5] have been applied. For solar tower systems, the control concept is typically 
composed of two stages: The heliostat field and the mass flow control of the HTF. While the major development 
focuses on the complex problem of manipulating the flux density, the mass flow is generally controlled by a 
conventional feedforward PID controller, that was already proposed in the solar two project, one of the first 
demonstrator solar tower plants for the technology with molten salt receivers [6]. To control the temperature of a 
molten salt receiver, Bertinho et al. [7] present a Lyapunov based controller that results in an explicit control law with 
a nonlinear feedforward term considering the solar irradiance and a state feedback term. 

 
In this paper, a MPC is proposed that explicitly considers the limits for safe operation and controls the outlet 

temperature to the desired set point. Contrary to [7], the control law is implicit and calculated by solving an optimal 
control problem iteratively. For this study, the heliostat field is assumed to be operated with an optimized aim-point 
distribution for the clear-sky situation. This aim-point distribution was optimized in advance by a ray tracing tool [8], 
and meets the flux limits for quasi-stationary clear sky operation in 5 min time steps. Deviations from the clear-sky 
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scenario (through clouds) lead to changes of the flux density on the receiver which the MPC treats as disturbance and 
uses the mass flow as manipulated variable. This paper compares the control performance of the solar tower receiver 
between an MPC and a conventional PID-based controller that is currently widely used for solar tower power plants. 
The paper is organized as follows: First, a system overview is given, and the control problem is motivated. Then, a 
brief design of the PID controller and the MPC is presented, before the defined test scenarios are introduced. On this 
basis, the control strategies are evaluated. Eventually a conclusion is given. 

SYSTEM OVERVIEW 

The developed MPC is tested on a virtual power plant, which is a reference system for a typical power plant with 
molten salt receiver. The receiver design is defined using data from the company General Electric (GE). The 
parameters, shown in Table 1, were chosen for the reference plant.  

TABLE 1. Design parameters of the reference power plant 

Location South Africa (28.3 ° south) 
Design point 21.03., solar noon 
Thermal power in design point 650 MWth 
Mass flow in design point 1560 kg/s 
Temperature set point 565 °C 
Reflected area by heliostat field 1 335 000 m2 
Receiver area 1 421 m2 

Number of panels per branch 17 
 
According to this design, the receiver is modelled in a commercial modelling simulation environment (Dymola), 

based on the work of [9]. Figure 1 displays the principal sketch of the system. The cylindrical receiver at the top of 
the tower consists of a system of parallel and serial arranged pipes through which the molten salt flows in a meandering 
manner via two paths around the receiver. Reflected by the heliostat field, the solar irradiance is concentrated onto the 
outer surface of the receiver pipes and heats up the molten salt. 

 

 
FIGURE 1. Principle sketch and components of the solar tower plant 

The environment of the receiver is modelled by the Solar Tower Raytracing Laboratory (STRAL) [5] that simulates 
the cloud passage and the behavior of the heliostat field, while keeping the heliostat aim-point allocation according to 
the precalculated clear-sky solution. For this reason, the reference point optimization is also carried out by STRAL 
and is not part of the MPC. As a result, the irradiance distribution  �̇�𝑞(𝑧𝑧)  is considered as measurable disturbance, 
while the mass flowrates  �̇�𝑚1 and  �̇�𝑚2 of the molten salt are the only manipulated variables for controlling the output 
temperatures 𝑇𝑇out,1 and 𝑇𝑇out,2 to a set point temperature of 565 °C. Additionally, the salt temperature can be measured 
at each panel output. The limits for the absorbed flux density are due to material stresses and a specification of the 
receiver manufacturer (GE). Figure 2 shows these limitations for different mass flowrates and pipe types. They are 
defined by the allowable flux density (AFD) that was introduced by [2]. The AFD depends on the mass flow, the salt 
temperature and the panel material. In this receiver by GE, two different materials are used.  
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FIGURE 2. Allowable flux densities due to pipe stresses for three different mass flows and two different panel types (Low 

Temperature Panel: LTP, High Temperature Panel: HTP, Low Load-LL, Medium Load-ML and High Load-HL). 

For the salt, temperature limits are specified in the average (bulk) as well as in the peak (film), that have to be 
maintained at any location in the receiver (Table 2). Since the film temperatures have a higher dynamic behavior due 
to the lower thermal capacity of the pipe, they are more critical for salt degradation. Therefore, it is sufficient to 
consider only film temperatures limits by the MPC to keep the salt in safe operation range. 

 

TABLE 2. Limits for the salt temperature. The stationary limit can be violated for a maximum of 5 minutes. The transient limit 
must never be violated. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

CONTROL ALGORITHM 

The feedforward- PID controller consist of parallel coupled feedforward and feedback paths. The feedforward 
term uses the flux density and computes mass flow that is needed to reach the set temperature under steady state 
conditions. The receiver outlet temperature is used as feedback to manipulate the mass flow with a proportional, 
integral and differential (PID) term. The parameters were initially designed according to the rules of Chien, Hrones 
and Reswick [11] and eventually carefully adapted based on step responses to react as fast as possible with little 
overshoot. To protect the receiver from overheating during a rapid rise after a cloud passage, the cloud standby mode 
overlays the controller. This mode is activated, if the receiver outlet temperature drops below 510 °C.  

 
The MPC internally uses a reduced-order model [10] to predict the future plant behavior. Using a forecast of the 

incident irradiance is possible, but is not considered here because knowing the exact forecast would not be realistic. 
Instead, the current irradiance is assumed to be constant in future. The MPC controls the receiver in terms of the 
defined cost function 𝐽𝐽, which describes a desired behavior of the receiver in a considered time window, the prediction 
horizon of length 𝑁𝑁H. A deviation from the desired behavior results in an increase of the costs. The goal of the MPC 
is to find a control variable sequence {�̇�𝑚0. . . �̇�𝑚Np} by a mathematical optimization, which minimizes the cost function.  

  

Type of limit 
Max. temperatures 

Bulk in °C Film in °C 
Stationary (max. 5 min.) 580 600 
Transient  602 616 
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In equation (1) the cost function is defined to penalize  

• the deviation of the output temperature 𝑇𝑇out from the set point temperature 𝑟𝑟 = 565 °𝐶𝐶 with a function 
𝑙𝑙(𝑟𝑟,𝑇𝑇out),  

• the change of the manipulated variable to gain a smooth control behavior and avoid oscillations,  

• and the violation of the restricted variables by the slack variables 𝒔𝒔 = {𝒔𝒔film,  𝒔𝒔afd}. The slack variables 
are introduced to transfer these mathematical strong limitations into soft constraints. If the solution of the 
optimal problem might get infeasible, small violations of the soft constraints are allowed. 

The weighting parameters 𝑸𝑸r,𝑸𝑸f,𝑸𝑸afd and 𝑹𝑹 are designed to prioritize the individual control objectives against each 
other. The optimization task is subjected to the discrete system dynamics 𝐹𝐹(𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘), �̇�𝒒(𝑘𝑘),  𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘)) and the operational 
constraints of the manipulated variables (equations (3) and (4), where �̇�𝑚max is the mass flowrate in the design point 
and 𝒙𝒙 the state space variable.  

𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚
�̇�𝑚0…�̇�𝑚Nu
𝒔𝒔0…𝒔𝒔NP

𝐽𝐽 = �𝑙𝑙(𝑟𝑟k − 𝑇𝑇out(∙ |𝑘𝑘),𝑸𝑸r)+∥ 𝒔𝒔film(∙ |𝑘𝑘) ∥𝑸𝑸f
2 +  ∥ 𝒔𝒔afd(∙ |𝑘𝑘) ∥𝑸𝑸afd

2 + � ∥ ∆ �̇�𝑚(∙ |𝑘𝑘) ∥𝑹𝑹2
𝑁𝑁u

𝑘𝑘=0

𝑁𝑁𝑝𝑝

𝑘𝑘=0

 (1) 

s.t.      �̇�𝒙(𝑘𝑘 + 1) = 𝐹𝐹(𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘), �̇�𝒒(𝑘𝑘),  𝑢𝑢(𝑘𝑘)) (2) 

− 0,2 �̇�𝑚max <  ∆𝑢𝑢 < 0,2 �̇�𝑚max (3) 

0,2 �̇�𝑚max <  𝑢𝑢 < 1,1 �̇�𝑚max (4) 

𝑻𝑻film − 𝒔𝒔film < 𝑻𝑻film,limit (5) 

�̇�𝒒abs − 𝒔𝒔afd < 𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎𝑎(𝒙𝒙(𝑘𝑘), �̇�𝑚(𝑘𝑘))   (6) 

𝒔𝒔film ≥ 0 (7) 

𝒔𝒔afd ≥ 0 (8) 

VALIDATION ON VIRTUAL CLOUD PASSAGE SCENARIOS 

The behavior of the controlled system is largely dependent on the solar irradiation of the heliostat field, as well as 
the temporal and spatial distribution, which essentially results from the position of the sun and the cloud situation. To 
validate the control concept, 32 scenarios were defined considering a cloud passage of one-hour duration. All scenarios 
were simulated on a March 21st, since this date results in an average elevation angle related to the entire year. Figure 
3 shows the averaged incident flux density on both branches A and B for some parameter variations. The scenarios 
were defined by varying  

• day-time (9 am, 12 pm) 
• degree of cloud coverage (30%, 60%),  
• wind direction (North, South, East, and West),  
• and wind speed (5 m/s,10 m/s).  

The simulations start with five minutes of clear sky conditions before the cloud field arrives. This time was required 
in each case to reach an approximately stationary condition. In addition to the arrival of the cloud field and the drop 
in flux density, clearing represents at least as great a challenge for the receiver and the control system, since there is a 
risk of exceeding operating limits due to the increase in flux density. Therefore, at the middle of the simulation period, 
the direction of motion of the cloud field is reversed to resolve the clouds. Regarding the validity of the test, no 
negative effects are expected due to the unnatural cloud motion.  
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(a) (b) (c) 

FIGURE 3. Averaged incident flux density on the receiver branches with simulation start at 9 am, different cloud coverage 
ratios (CCR) and wind speeds (WS): (a) 30 % CCR, 5 m/s WS, (b) 60 % CCR, 5 m/s WS, (c) 30 % CCR, 10 m/s WS 

The earlier day-time affects the amount of the incident flux on the sun-facing side (branch B) due to higher cosine 
losses of the heliostats. The heliostat aimpoint optimization algorithm choses central target points to reduce the spillage 
losses, as shown in Fig. 4. On the side away from the sun (branch A), the cosine losses are low and the aimpoint 
algorithm distributes the target points evenly to limit the flux density peaks. From MPC perspective, the test cases 
with a non-uniform distribution seem to be more challenging, since they might lead to an increased mismatch of the 
internal reduced-order model and consequently to slight limit violations.  

 

  
(a) (b) 

FIGURE 4. Flux density and AFD for a scenario at 9 am in the western branch A (a) and the eastern branch B (b) 

A higher velocity of the cloud field leads to faster changes of the flux density, which poses a greater challenge to 
the controller. The direction of motion of the cloud field determines on which side of the receiver a change in flux 
density occurs first. Especially for comparison with the conventional PID control this is crucial, since a changed flux 
density at the cold end of the receiver appears at the feedback path of the controller with a large dead time.  

Some of the defined scenarios were not simulated or validated:  

• Scenarios with wind direction from north and south represent the extreme values with respect to the dead time. 
Due to time reasons, scenarios with western and eastern wind direction at 12 pm were not simulated.  

• The evaluation of the simulation results showed that the incident irradiation on the receiver at a cloud cover 
rate of 60 % is partly too low to reach the set point temperature. By setting the mass flow to the minimum 
value, local hotspots in the film temperatures are likely to evolve. Due to its model predictive character, the 
MPC detects these safety critical cases and can counteract at an early stage by increasing the mass flow. It has 
further been shown that in these situations the simulation of the reference model in Dymola becomes unstable 
and the film temperatures quickly rises to almost 1000 °C. These scenarios with 60 % cloud cover rate, in 
which such implausible simulation results mainly occurred, are not considered for the evaluation and 
comparison of the controllers.  

The remaining scenarios, shown in Table 3 provide 24 validation cases due to considering both receiver branches. On 
this basis, the performances of both control algorithms are evaluated and compared.  
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TABLE 3. Parameters of validation scenarios 

Index CCR [%] wind speed 
[m/s] 

wind 
direction day time 

1a 
30 

5 
North 

9:00 AM 

2a 10 
3a 

30 
5 

South 
4a 10 
5a 

30 
5 

East 
6a 10 
7a 

30 
5 

West 
8a 10 
1b 

30 
5 

North 
12:00 PM 

2b 10 
3b 

30 
5 

South 
4b 10 

RESULTS 

The flux on the receiver is precalculated and used as input data for the receiver for both control methods, PID and 
MPC. Based on the mentioned scenarios, the MPC and the PID controller are compared in terms of control accuracy, 
compliance with the safe operating limits and energy output. Representatively, Fig. 5 shows the control results for 
scenario 4a with a wind speed of 10 m/s, which poses a more challenging task for the controllers.  

 
Using the PID controller, the outlet temperature shows an oscillating behavior, due to strong fluctuations of the 

incident irradiation. Contrary to that, the MPC achieves to keep the control deviation acceptable small by manipulating 
the mass flow in a more aggressive manner. The only three situations, where the outlet temperature drops significantly 
is due to avoid violations of film temperature limit or AFD. The lines of absorbed flux densities and AFD get very 
close, but do not cross, especially at second 2500. The film temperature can also be safely restricted to values below 
600 °C, without a large decrease in the outlet temperature. Contrary to that, by using the PID controller the film 
temperatures violate the steady state and even the transient limit several times. In addition to that, the absorbed flux 
density violates the AFD twice (marked in red), partially with a very high exceed of 60 % at second 2500. Since the 
outlet temperature also drops below 510 °C in this situation, the cloud standby mode is activated and forces the mass 
flow to a high value in order bring the receiver back into a safe operation range. The results for this validation case 
are summarized in Table 4. 

TABLE 4. Control results for scenario 4a in branch A 

Criteria MPC PID 
Control deviation (RMSE) 20.1 °C 22.7 °C 
Max. violation of steady states film temperature limit 0 °C 24 °C 
Max. violation of AFD 0 % 60 % 

 
Considering all 24 validation cases, the MPC shows an equal superior control behavior, as summarized in Table 5. 

While the thermal efficiency of the receiver with both controllers is similar, the averaged root mean squared control 
deviation is almost half that small using the MPC. At the same time, there are no critical violations of the film 
temperature limit by more than 16 °C. The maximum exceed amounts 6 °C that does not jeopardize safe operation. 
Moreover, in 79 % of the validated cases there is completely no film temperature violation. Contrary, in 88 % of the 
cases the PID controller cannot avoid a critical violation by 16 °C. In every case the steady state film temperature limit 
is violated.  
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(a) (b) 

FIGURE 5. Scenario with 30 % cloud coverage, 10 m/s wind speed with direction from north at 9 am on branch A. Using MPC 
(a) and PID-controller (b), the diagrams show the outlet temperature, film temperatures with steady state and transient limits, 

absorbed flux density and AFD for locations, where the deviation in the receiver is the smallest, and the mass flow. 

The AFD represents a sharp limit. A violation will probably not damage the pipe material instantly, but effects the 
receiver lifetime. Due to model mismatch in the MPC, the absorbed flux density exceeds the AFD by a maximum 
amount of 4 %. These violations appear only in branch B for a few seconds due to the non-uniform flux distribution 
and the higher model mismatch. By slightly increasing the safety margins to the AFD, these violations can be 
prevented without any expectations of a reduction in control performance. In contrast, this is not possible for the PID 
controller. Here, the AFD violations reach high values of 28 % in average. Violations of more than 50 % occur in 
55 % of the cases validated. This might significantly affect the durability of the receiver. 

TABLE 5. Averaged Control results over 24 validation cases 

Criteria MPC PID 
Thermal efficiency 85,97 % 85,96 % 
Control deviation (RMSE) 15,3 °C 27,4 °C 
Violation of film temperature limits   
    Averaged max. violation 0,32 °C 41 °C 
    Amount of cases (%) > 16 K 0  88 % 
                                       0 … 16 K 21 % 12 % 
                                      No violations 79 % 0 % 
Violation of AFD   
    Averaged max. violation 1,5 % 28 % 
    Amount of cases (%) > 50 % 0 % 55 % 
                                       4  … 50 % 0 % 16 % 
                                       0 …  4 % 42 % 0 % 
                                       No violations 58 % 29 % 
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CONCLUSION 

This paper addresses the potential of a MPC for its application to a solar tower molten salt receiver, using only the 
mass flow as manipulated variable. The performance of both controllers was evaluated on 24 simulated validation 
cases based on different cloud passage scenarios. In general, the MPC maintains the safety boundaries while providing 
smaller control deviations than the PID controller and an equal thermal efficiency, at the same time. The major 
advantage of the MPC is that it does not require additional higher-level safety mechanisms, such as a cloud standby 
mode or a defocus strategy, to detect the critical situations and intervene heuristically. All these interventions are an 
inherent part of the MPC and are considered in an optimal based way. This means that the receiver can be driven 
closer to the defined limits for a safe operation and does not have to be controlled so conservatively. Therefore, the 
set temperature can be increased or even replaced by a cost function that maximizes the outlet temperature to reach 
even higher temperatures.  
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